Test 1  (End Week 1)

Letters  s a t i p  S A T I P

Sound Name
Letter Name

Write (If can't write find the flash card from a group or type)

Set 1 Words

Oral Blending (Tell me what word this is)

s-i-t  p-a-t  t-i-p
s-a-t  s-i-p  p-a-t

Reading (Blending) (Can you read these words for me?)

pit  tap  pats
sap  sip  sits

Non Phonic Words (Can you read these words for me?)

I  me  do
I'm  we
the  be
he  was
she  to

Reading Passage

Pip sat at the tap.
Pip pats the tap. He sips.

Write (Ask to write on another sheet of paper. If unable to write can they type it.)

I sat on the tap.